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TATLER PROMOTION

Palm
reader

Discover just what the Royal Palm, Mauritius,
holds in store with Susie Freeman Travel
When it comes to your summer holiday, it’s a
godsend to be able to know for certain what those
precious two weeks hold. Enter Susie Freeman.
With her sixth sense of Mauritius, from its local
culture to its luxurious, five- and six-star resorts,
your holiday couldn’t be in surer hands.
It comes as no surprise to find that among her
firm favourites is the Royal Palm, one of the
island’s most prestigious destinations. Set on the
golden sweep of the ultra-fashionable Grand Baie,
this member of the Leading Hotels of the World is
unquestionably one of the world’s finest hotels.
Clockwise from top
left: private infinityedge pool, Royal Suite;
Royal Palm swimming
pool; Le Bar Plage

Perhaps it’s down to the distinctive service and
warmly gracious staff, who manage to be both
attentive yet impressively discreet (you don’t know
they’re there until you realise you’ve left your
book behind, or need some extra sun lotion). The
result is an amazingly relaxed resort environment.
Fabulous accommodation goes without saying,
especially when it’s all suite and comes with
stunning views of the powder-soft, palm-fringed
beach and azure lagoon beyond. But for total
decadence, it’s hard to beat the recently
refurbished, three-level Royal Suite - which has its
own hammam in one of the two grand bathrooms
and a private infinity-edge pool outside.
Then there are the three restaurants, with fine
dining and silver service as standard – even for
breakfast – making them all the more memorable.
The oh-so-romantic, lagoon-side La Goelette serves
world-class cuisine, inspired by fresh, delicately
spiced local produce. In contrast, the 28-seat
Natureaty Restaurant within the Spa features
inventive cuisine to cater for the health conscious.
And then of course there is the exotic,
Moroccan-inspired Spa itself, offering a fabulous
range of treatments by Clarins, plus anything from
Balneotherapy to beauty care. All in all, it makes it
easy to predict a supremely relaxing experience.
For more information, call 01488 668821,
email susie@magicalmauritius.com or visit
www.magicalmauritius.com

SPECIAL OFFER
Enjoy seven nights in a
Junior Suite at Royal
Palm on a B&B basis
between 19 May and 15
June 2004 from £1,930
per person*. Includes
return economy flights,
airport tax, luxury car
transfers, welcome
champagne and gift, a
dinner at Natureaty and
La Goelette, a gala dinner
and two massages.
For this offer, Royal
Palm has teamed up
with Susie Freeman,
a Mauritius specialist
reputed for tailormade
holidays that ensure a
truly memorable
experience. The UK's
leading independent
Mauritius expert, she
now also specialises in
Southern Africa - so
luxury safaris and tailormade tours can also be
added to your relaxing
Mauritius beach holiday.

